**BASICS:**

- Roads should be made with best quality and there should not be pothole.

- There should be garbage bins (wooden bins affixed so that no cases of stealing them comes) should be at every 200 mts everywhere in jaipur (at least main roads and places prone to be littered)

- The government offices (passport/RTO/tax/jda) should be upgraded and made world class like you see hotel lobbies and other IT firms. It puts a huge change in the functioning and

- Try to have efficient use of money by putting it in landscaping of the road dividers and planting more bushes which gives the city more green cover.

- Try to distribute bins to the people of the city for wet/dry garbage segregation which they can keep outside their houses... if already done try to educate them..

- Try to either put all animals to roam on roads that's an important step to make smart. Use it to put adoption center for stray dogs/cows but stop them to roam on roads and get killed and eat garbage.

- Try to make the city pedestrian family by putting road cross signalling across the city so that people don't try to cross roads breaking signals and into oncoming traffic and effort should be made to make people aware how to follow.

**MAJOR UPGRADES:**

- Jaipur has a lot of potential to become # 1 city for tourist if you upgrade the infrastructure.

- plan cycle path for tourist as well as geneal public and plan to motivate people to take up cycling

- Make the city and pavemenets disabled friendly.. the railway station the main bus station .. bapu nagar markets etc

- try to impose strict food control and ask all street vendors to wear gloves and headgear

- Even small things like putting LED lights on flyover boundaires and pillars make the ity looks one notch beautiful. Try to put pink LED’s on every important construction and flyover to make it pink city even at night!